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In this module you will experiment with version control, partiuclarly git

and some tools that support git.

1 tryGit Tutorial

The tryGit tutotiral at try.github.io provides a good chance to try out all
the important parts of git in a safe, pretend environment.

1.1 Assignment

1. Complete the tryGit tutorial and show me the results page as
you finish

2 A Git of your own

Now you can take Git into your own hands.

2.1 Assignment

2. Create a new directory for CPSC 102 in your home directory
structure and add it to git. Take a few minutes to play with
branching your repository and reverting it to previous states.
Show me the results once you’re satisfied with your own git
setup.

3 GitLab

There are lots of different places where you can store remote versions of your
repositories. The department provides one of it’s own using a software suite
called GitLab. You can access it at gitlab.cpsc.ucalgary.ca. You can log
in using your CPSC credentials.
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3.1 Assignment

3. Set up your profile on the CPSC GitLab server, including your
SSH key and set up your CPSC 102 repository.

4. Add GitLab to your CPSC 102 direcotry as a remote and push
your repository to the GitLab server. Show me when you are
finished.

4 Gitagroup

One of the things version control is important for is managing files amoungst a
group of people. Work together with two or three people around you for this
next part.

4.1 Assignment

5. Add your group memebers to one of your projects in GitLab.
Experiment with working together by editing some text files.
Experiment with merging by creating different changes to the
same file. Show me when you are comfortable using Git with a
group.

5 GitHub

GitHub hosts a wide varity of projects, many of which are worth contributing to
or cloning for related purposes. Take a few minutes to explore GitHub (possibly
using its explore feature).

5.1 Assignment

6. Find two interesting projects on GitHub. One should be a pro-
gramming project in Python or Java, the second can be anything
that strikes your interest. Checkout these projects and explore
them. Show me when you are finished.
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